
 

EUROLITE LED WMB-8 RGB 10mm bar
Extreme illuminating power in a compact luminary!

Art. No.: 51930290
GTIN: 4026397271775

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397271775

Weight: 10,20 kg

Length: 1.38 m

Width: 0.21 m

Heigth: 0.33 m

Bulky product

Description:

Blinded by the light!
They are units that shine - and there are units that really shine brightly. A fact that also applies
for the WMB-8 Bar, whose LEDs do posses an incredible luminosity. Another striking
circumstance is the construction form of the bar, that grants an enormous flexibility. On small or
even bigger stages it can either be used as audience blinder or to shine on the musicians
instead. To do so, simply place the bar on the floor. A real good support, also for solo-
entertainers, who will definitely take pleasure in this color- and powerful light effect. So if you
ask for more brightness in your shows, the WMB-8 is always the right answer.

Features:

- 8 spots in one bar
- Equipped with 440 x 10 mm LEDs (red: 18 x 8, green: 18 x 8, blue: 19 x 8)
- Particularly bright illuminating power of the LEDs
- 14 internal programs
- Programmable color change speed, strobe effect, and fading time
- RGB color mixing
- DMX address selectable via 2 x 16 character LCD display
- 5, 8, 14, 26 DMX channels selectable for various applications
- DMX512 control possible via any commercial DMX controller
- Master/Slave function
- Rugged housing and an appealing design
- Ideal for bands, stages or solo entertainers
- Perfect in public places, main halls, lounges
- Ready for connection with safety-plug
- Locking possibility at the mounting bracket
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- Advantages of LED technology: long life of the LEDs, low power consumption, minimal heat
emission, defacto maintenance free with brilliant light radiation

Technical specifications:

Power supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

Power consumption: 100,00 W

Dimensions: Length: 1,3 m

 Depth: 12 cm

 Height: 29 cm

Light ouput intensity: R 30000 mcd, G 30000 mcd, B 20000 mcd

Beam angle: approx. 20°

Dimensions (L x W x H): 1300 x 290 x 120 mm

Weight: 7.3 kg

DMX channels: 26

LED number: 440

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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